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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to present high-order cell-centered schemes for solving the equations of
Lagrangian gas dynamics written in cylindrical geometry. A node-based discretization of the nu-
merical fluxes is obtained through the computation of the time rate of change of the cell volume.
It allows to derive finite volume numerical schemes that are compatible with the geometric con-
servation law (GCL). Two discretizations of the momentum equations are proposed depending on
the form of the discrete gradient operator. The first one corresponds to the control volume scheme
while the second one corresponds to the so-called area weighted scheme. Both formulations share
the same discretization for the total energy equation. In both schemes, fluxes are computed using
the same nodal solver which can be viewed as a two-dimensional extension of an approximate Rie-
mann solver. The control volume scheme is conservative for momentum, total energy and satisfies
a local entropy inequality in its first-order semi-discrete form. However, it does not preserve spher-
ical symmetry. On the other hand, the area weighted scheme is conservative for total energy and
preserves spherical symmetry for one-dimensional spherical flow on equiangular polar grid. The
two-dimensional high-order extensions of these two schemes are constructed employing the general-
ized Riemann problem (GRP) in the acoustic approximation. Many numerical tests are presented
in order to assess these new schemes. The results obtained for various representative configurations
of one and two-dimensional compressible fluid flows show the robustness and the accuracy of our
new schemes.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with high-order cell-centered discretizations of the Lagrangian hydrodynam-
ics equations written in cylindrical geometry. The present discretizations are extensions, in two-
dimensional axisymmetric geometry, of the cell-centered Lagrangian schemes described in [22, 21].
We note that the high-order extension, which is constructed using the generalized Riemann problem
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(GRP) methodology of Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz [5], is genuinely two-dimensional. This axisymmet-
ric extension is motivated since in many application problems, such as inertial confinement prob-
lems, physical domains have axisymmetric features. In this framework, the importance of preserving
spherical symmetry is well recognized, particularly for the numerical simulations of implosions.
A common feature shared by Lagrangian hydrodynamics methods is that computational cells
move with the flow velocity. In practice, this means that the cell vertices move with a computed
velocity, the cell faces being uniquely specified by the vertex positions. This ensures that there
is no mass flux crossing the boundary of the Lagrangian moving cell. Thus, Lagrangian methods
can capture contact discontinuity sharply in multimaterial fluid flows. However, in the Lagrangian
framework, one has to discretize not only the gas dynamics equations but also the vertex motion
in order to move the mesh. Moreover, the numerical fluxes of the physical conservation laws must
be determined in a compatible way with the vertex velocity so that the geometric conservation
law (GCL) is satisfied, namely the rate of change of a Lagrangian volume has to be computed
coherently with the node motion. This critical requirement is the cornerstone of any Lagrangian
multi-dimensional scheme.
The most natural way to solve this problem employs a staggered discretization in which position,
velocity and kinetic energy are centered at points, while density, pressure and internal energy are
within cells. The dissipation of kinetic energy into internal energy through shock waves is ensured
by an artificial viscosity term. Since the seminal works of von Neumann and Richtmyer [30],
and Wilkins [32], many developments have been made in order to improve the accuracy and the
robustness of staggered hydrodynamics [11, 9, 7]. More specifically, the construction of a compatible
staggered discretization leads to a scheme that conserves total energy in a rigorous manner [10, 8].
Concerning the critical issue related to spherical symmetry preservation many works have been done
in the framework of staggered-grid hydrodynamics. The most widely used method that preserves
symmetry exactly on polar grids with equiangular zoning is the area weighted method. In this
approach one uses a Cartesian form of the momentum equation in cylindrical coordinates system,
hence integration is not performed with respect to the true volume in cylindrical coordinates,
but rather with respect to area. However, due to the loss of compatibility between gradient and
divergence operators, this formulation does not allow the conservation of total energy as it has
been explained by Whalen [31]. In [24, 25], Shashkov and Margolin use a curvilinear grid to
construct conservative symmetry preserving discretizations. Their strategy use high-order curves to
connect the nodes, so that planar, cylindrical and spherical symmetry are exactly maintained while
differential operators are discretized in a compatible way. In [12], Caramana and Whalen show how
to achieve the problem of exactly preserving a one-dimensional symmetry, in a two-dimensional
coordinate system distinct from that symmetry. This result is attained through a modification
of the pressure gradient operator used to compute the force in a staggered-grid hydrodynamics
algorithm.
In this paper, we propose an alternative discretization which can be viewed as a Godunov-type
method. Following [14, 22], we present a discretization in which all conserved quantities, including
momentum, and hence cell velocity are cell-centered. The main feature of this discretization lies
in the fact that the interface fluxes and the node velocity are computed coherently thanks to an
approximate Riemann solver located at the nodes. Indeed, the rate of change of any Lagrangian
volume is computed coherently with the nodes displacement. This unstructured scheme, in two
and three-dimensional Cartesian geometry, conserves momentum and total energy [21, 23]. It also
fulfills a local entropy inequality in its first-order version. Regarding the axisymmetric extension
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of these Godunov-type schemes, we observe that recent developments have been described in [26,
28]. However, we note that these extensions are only first-order discretizations and therefore not
sufficiently accurate for real-life applications. Here, we provide high-order discretizations written
in Cartesian coordinates devoted to the cylindrical geometry. Two schemes, which are compatible
with the GCL, are obtained through the use of a node-based discretization of the numerical fluxes.
These two schemes differ in the way the momentum equation is discretized. The first one, which
uses a gradient operator compatible with the divergence operator, corresponds to the control volume
scheme, while the second one corresponds to the area-weighted scheme. Both formulations share the
same discretization for the total energy equation. We note that in both schemes fluxes are computed
using the same nodal solver which can be viewed as two-dimensional extension of an approximate
Riemann solver. The control volume scheme conserves momentum, total energy and satisfies a local
entropy inequality in its first-order semi-discrete form. However, it does not preserves spherical
symmetry. On the other hand, the area weighted formulation conserves total energy and preserves
spherical symmetry for one-dimensional spherical flow computed on equiangular polar grid. The
genuinely two-dimensional high-order extension of both schemes is constructed utilizing the GRP
methodology in its acoustic approximation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the governing equations of Lagrangian
hydrodynamics, written in pseudo Cartesian geometry, are described in Section 2. The first-order
discretizations corresponding to the control volume and the area weighted schemes are derived in
Section 3. In this section we also address the problem of symmetry preservation. The acoustic
GRP high-order extension of the previous schemes are detailed in Section 4. Criteria for time step
limitation are presented in Section 5. Numerical experiments, for both formulations, are reported
in Section 6. They show not only the robustness and the accuracy of the present methods but also
their abilities to handle successfully complex two-dimensional flows. More specifically, we show that
the area weighted scheme satisfies the requirement of wavefront invariance and is able to compute
properly isentropic compression. Concluding remarks and perspectives are given in Section 7.
2. Lagrangian hydrodynamics in 2D pseudo Cartesian geometry
We are interested in discretizing the equations of the Lagrangian hydrodynamics in pseudo
Cartesian geometry, taking into account under the same form both Cartesian and cylindrical ge-
ometry.
2.1. Governing equations and notations
In the Lagrangian formalism the rates of change of mass, volume, momentum and total energy
are computed assuming that the computational volumes follow the material motion. This leads to
















































Figure 1: Notations related to the pseudo Cartesian geometry.
where d
dt
denotes the material, or Lagrangian, time derivative. Here, ρ, U , P , E denote the mass
density, velocity, pressure and specific total energy of the fluid. Equations (1a), (1c) and (1d)
express the conservation of mass, momentum and total energy. The thermodynamical closure of
the set of equations (1) is obtained by adding the equation of state of the form
P = P (ρ, ε), (2)
where the specific internal energy, ε, is related to the specific total energy by ε = E − 12‖U‖
2.
We note that volume variation equation (1b), which is also named geometric conservation law
(GCL), is equivalent to the local kinematic equation
dX
dt
= U , X(0) = x, (3)
where X is a point located on the control volume surface, S(t), at time t > 0 and x corresponds
to its initial position.
Let us introduce some notations. First, we note that the case of Cartesian or cylindrical
geometry can be combined by introducing the pseudo Cartesian frame (O,X, Y ), equipped with
the orthonormal basis (eX , eY ), through the use of the pseudo radius
R(Y ) = 1− α+ αY,
where α = 1 for cylindrical geometry and α = 0 for Cartesian geometry. We remark that Y
corresponds to the radial coordinate in the cylindrical case. This means that we assume rotational
symmetry about X axis, refer to Figure 1. In this framework, the volume V is obtained by rotating
the area A about theX axis. Thus, the volume element, dV , writes dV = RdA, where dA = dXdY
is the area element in the pseudo Cartesian coordinates. Note that we have omitted the factor 2pi
due to the integration in the azimuthal direction, namely we consider all integrated quantities to
be defined per unit radian. The surface S, which bounds the volume V , is obtained by rotating, L,
the boundary of the area A, about the X axis. Thus, the surface element, dS, writes dS = RdL,
where dL is the line element along the perimeter of A.
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2.2. Definition of the divergence and the gradient operators
In view of subsequent spatial discretization, we shall express the volume integrals associated
with the divergence and gradient operators using the Green formula. We recall that, in the pseudo







































Let us replace the volume integral form of the divergence operator by its surface integral form,
employing the previous notations∫
V






























where N is the unit outward normal associated with the contour L. Thus, the Green formula in
the pseudo Cartesian framework reads∫
V




To derive the surface integral form of the gradient operator, we use the vectorial identity
U ·∇P = ∇ · (PU)− P∇ ·U ,
which holds for any vector U . The integration of this identity over the volume V , using the previous
notations and the above Green formula, leads to∫
V
















since for a constant U vector, we have ∇·U = αRU ·eY . We have expressed the volume integral of
the gradient operator as a function of a surface integral plus a source term, using a vectorial identity,
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which ensures the compatibility with the surface integral form of the divergence operator. This
approach leads to a discretization which is known as control volume formulation. An alternative

















where | A |=
∫
A
dA is the surface of the area A. We remark that in the case of Cartesian geometry
R¯ = 1 since α = 0. Finally, applying the Green formula once again, we get∫
V




We recover the Cartesian definition of the gradient operator weighted by the averaged pseudo
radius. This alternative approach leads to the so-called area weighted formulation. We point out
that, in this case, the compatibility between the surface integrals of the divergence and gradient
operators has been lost. Let us note that formulae (7) and (5) coincide in the case of the Cartesian
geometry since α = 0 and R¯ = 1.
In what follows, we shall derive and thoroughly analyze the discrete schemes deduced from the
control volume and the area weighted formulations.
Comment 1. We remark that if the scalar P is constant over the volume V , then equation (5)
yields the following geometric identity∫
L
NRdL = α | A | eY , (8)




NYRdL = α | A |,
where (NX , NY ) are the components of the N unit outward vector. For α = 0, we recover the well
known result, that for a closed contour, the integral of the normal over this contour is equal to zero.
Note that this result does not hold anymore in the case of cylindrical geometry.
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2.3. Control volume formulation
Using the previous results and particularly the gradient operator defined by equation (5), we































ρ dV denotes the mass of the volume V , which is constant according to equation







Introducing | V |=
∫
A




| V | −
∫
L
U ·NR dL = 0. (10)
Using the identity (8) derived in Comment 1, we rewrite the source term in the momentum equation










NRdL = 0, (11)







The set of the previous equations will be used in the subsequent sections in order to derive the
control volume discretization.
2.4. Area weighted formulation
The area weighted formulation is obtained through the use of identity (7) for the gradient
operator definition. In comparison to the control volume formulation, it differs only in the momen-








PN dL = 0, (12)
where the averaged pseudo radius has been defined in (6). We point out that, in the case of Cartesian
geometry R¯ = 1, the area weighted formulation coincides with the control volume formulation.
Knowing that m =| V | 〈1
ρ


























Figure 2: Notations related to the polygonal cell Ωc(t).
where µ =| A | 〈1
ρ
〉−1 denotes the Cartesian inertia. Thus, equation (13) can be viewed as a
momentum equation written in Cartesian geometry. We note that the Cartesian inertia is not a
Lagrangian mass (e.g. it is not constant as time evolves).
3. First-order spatial discretization
The aim of this section is to establish the first-order spatial discretization of the Lagrangian
hydrodynamics equations in pseudo Cartesian geometry. To this end, we introduce a node-based
discretization of the face fluxes which is compatible with the GCL. According to the choice that
is made for the discrete gradient operator, we construct a control volume and an area weighted
discretization. We investigate for both discretizations the important problem corresponding to
symmetry preservation. Finally, we construct a nodal solver which equally applies for both formu-
lations.
3.1. Notations and assumptions
Let us consider a physical domain V (t) that is filled with the fluid at time t. We assume that
we can map V (t) by a set of polygonal cells without gaps or overlaps. Each cell is assigned a unique
index c, and is denoted by Ωc(t). Each vertex of the mesh is assigned a unique index p and we
denote by P(c) the counterclockwise ordered list of vertices of the cell Ωc(t).
3.2. Face flux discretization for the polygonal cell Ωc(t)
3.2.1. Face flux discretization associated with the control volume formulation
To get the discrete evolution equations for the primary variables (1
ρ
,U , E), we apply the control
volume formulation (9) to the polygonal cell Ωc(t), which has been rotated about X axis (refer to
Figure 2). Let mc denotes the constant mass of this cell. We introduce for each flow variable φ, its


















































f = 0. (14c)
Here, we have used the index f to denote a generic face of the cell Ωc whose vertices are point p and




2(Rp +Rp+) is the pseudo radius





but the surface generated by the rotation of the face f about X axis. We have also introduced the
set F(c), which is the set of the faces of cell Ωc. In the source term of the momentum equation








































f = αAceY . (16)
With the help of this discrete geometric identity, we rewrite the momentum equation transforming















f = 0. (17)
The local kinematic equation in its discrete form at point p is written
d
dt
Xp = Up, Xp(0) = xp, (18)
where Xp = (Xp, Yp)
t denotes the position of point p at time t > 0, xp being its initial position
and Up its velocity.
3.2.2. Face flux discretization associated with the area weighted formulation
In the case of the area weighted formulation, we discretize momentum equation using equation











f = 0. (19)
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Here, R¯c denotes the cell-averaged pseudo radius, defined using (6) by R¯c =
Vc
Ac
, where Vc stands
for the volume of the cell Ωc rotated about X axis. The pressure flux, Πˆ
c
f , corresponding to the







We point out that its definition slightly differs from that of the pressure flux originating from the
control volume formulation, previously given in (15b).











f = 0, (21)
where µc = ρcAc stands for the Cartesian inertia. We remark that the discrete area weighted
momentum equation is nothing but the discrete momentum equation written in Cartesian geometry.
However, in the case of cylindrical geometry, we note that the Cartesian inertia is not a Lagrangian
quantity, e.g. it is not constant during time.
3.2.3. Motivations related to the face flux discretization
System (14) represents the face flux discretization of the Lagrangian hydrodynamics equations,
issued from the control volume formulation, for the discrete variables ( 1
ρc
,U c, Ec). In order to
compute the time evolution of the flow variables, we need to calculate the face fluxes U cf , Π
c
f and
(ΠU)cf . We also provided the face flux discretization originating from the area weighted formulation.
In this case the time evolution of the flow variables is governed by equations (14a), (19) and (14c).




f is needed. In what follows, we shall study
thoroughly both discretizations from the point of view of symmetry preservation. More precisely,
we will show why the control volume discretization does not preserve spherical symmetry whereas
the area weighted discretization ensures it. This important problem will be studied considering a
one-dimensional spherical flow computed on a polar grid.
Let us remark that, for both formulations, the knowledge of the point velocity Up is required
in order to move the mesh. Moreover, we point out that equation (14a) is not only a physical
conservation law but also a geometrical conservation law, since mc
ρc
= Vc. Hence, the face flux U
c
f
associated with this equation must be computed in a coherent manner with the point velocity Up so
that the volume variation remains coherent with the point motion. This critical requirement must
be fulfilled in order to ensure that the GCL is properly satisfied. In Section 3.4, we will address
this problem defining a compatible discrete divergence operator and expressing the face flux U cf in
terms of the point velocity Up.
3.3. The issue of symmetry preservation
The aim of this section is to compare the control volume formulation and the area weighted
formulation regarding the issue of symmetry preservation. More precisely, we address the problem
of preserving spherical symmetry in two-dimensional cylindrical geometry. Being given a one-
dimensional spherical flow on a polar grid, equally spaced in angle, we analyze the ability of the


























Figure 3: Equal angle polar grid.






















f , for the area weighted formulation, (22b)
where the face fluxes, Πcf and Πˆ
c
f , are defined according to (15b) and (20). The quadrangular cell
Ωc is surrounded by the four cells Ωb, Ωr, Ωt, Ωl, the indices corresponding to the bottom, right,
top and left positions. The equal angle polar grid, displayed in Figure 3, is characterized by the
angle ∆θ. The quantities associated with a face shared by the cells Ωc and Ωd are denoted by
the double subscript index c, d for d = b, r, t, l. Since velocity field is radial, in each cell Ωc the
cell-centered velocity is written U c = Ucec, where ec denotes the radial outward unit vector defined
at the center of the cell and Uc is the magnitude of the velocity. Due to the spherical symmetry of
the flow, the thermodynamical quantities and the velocity magnitude associated with the cells Ωb,
Ωc and Ωt are equal.
Now, to achieve the definition of the discrete gradient operators, we compute the face fluxes, Πcf
and Πˆcf , using an approximate Riemann problem, which is defined at the cell face. Let us consider
the cell face, f = (c, d), shared by the cells Ωc and Ωd. The corresponding Riemann problem is
defined by the two states (ρc,U c, Pc) and (ρd,Ud, Pd) which are located on either side of the face.























where N cc,d denotes the unit outward normal related to the cell Ωc and the face (c, d), and Zc is
the acoustic impedance of the cell Ωc, i.e. the density times the isentropic sound speed. Since P
⋆
c,d




c,d. Using the previous assumptions,
elementary geometric computations lead to the following expressions for the face fluxes in the
angular direction
P ⋆c,b = P
⋆




We point out the discrepancy with the constant pressure Pc due to the direction of the cell-centered














(Uc − Ul) .
In the case of the control volume formulation, substituting the previous expressions of the face


































The first term in the right-hand side, which corresponds to the contribution of the face fluxes in
the radial direction, is clearly radial. The second one, which corresponds to the contribution of
the face fluxes in the angular direction, is not radial since P ⋆c,t − Pc 6= 0, according to equation
(23), hence it is responsible for the loss of symmetry. Therefore, the control volume formulation
is not able to preserve symmetry. This shortcoming could be addressed by modifying slightly the
left and the right states of the Riemann problem at each face. Namely, it is sufficient to replace
the cell-centered velocities on both sides of the face by their corresponding interpolated values in
angle, at the midpoint of the face. In this way, the viscous part of the interface pressure cancels,
which implies P ⋆c,b = P
⋆
c,t = Pc. Therefore, using this modification, the symmetry preservation can
be ensured on equi-angular polar grid. We note that similar observation can be found in [6].
In the case of the area weighted formulation, using the previous results, the discrete gradient





































c,l)ec, it is clear that the gradient operator is colinear to the radial vector ec,


















Figure 4: Triangular decomposition of the polygonal cell Ωc.
3.4. Compatible discretization of the GCL
Knowing that mc
ρc













The volume of the cell Ωc, Vc, is a function of the coordinates Xp of point p for p ∈ P(c). We
compute this volume performing the triangular decomposition displayed in Figure 4. That is, using
the Guldin theorem, we compute the summation of the volumes obtained by rotating the triangle








(RO +Rp +Rp+)(Xp ×Xp+) · eZ , (24)
where eZ = eX×eY . Note that RO denotes the pseudo radius corresponding to the origin, which is
defined by RO = 1 for Cartesian geometry and RO = 0 for cylindrical geometry. Following Whalen

















where Lpp− , Lpp+ are the lengths of the edges [p
−, p], [p, p+] and Npp− , Npp+ are the corresponding


















· Lpp+Npp+ . (25)
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The comparison of this equation to the one resulting from the face flux discretization, refer to
(14a), shows that they are equivalent provided that the face velocity, U cf , corresponding to the















Here, we have used the fact that Lpp+ = L
c






2(Rp + Rp+). We remark
that this condition could have been obtained computing the integral (15a) expressing the velocity
field along the edge with the help of a linear interpolation. Now, we can conclude that the most
obvious way to satisfy the compatibility condition (26) consists in first computing the point velocity
Up, then deducing the face velocity U
c
f . Proceeding in this manner, the compatibility of the face
discretization of the geometric conservation law with the time rate of change of the cell volume is
always ensured.
Let us introduce some specific notations which shall be used throughout the present paper. To












p = Npp− , N
c
p = Npp+ .
We also define the pseudo radii Rcp and R
c



























































As it has been noticed in [31], the geometric vector between parenthesis, which is called the node
area vector, can be identified with the differential of the cell volume with respect to the node
position vector. We also point out that, using this node area vector, we can recover another form




































Figure 5: Localization of the nodal pressures given by the half Riemann problems at point p viewed from cell Ωc.





























































Here, we have shifted the indices in the following way: p− → p and p→ p+.
3.5. Node-based discretization of the momentum equation
In this section we present the discretization of the momentum equation for the control volume
and the area weighted formulations. This discretization is obtained through the use of the discrete
gradient operator associated with each formulation. The discrete gradient operators over the cell
Ωc are constructed introducing two nodal pressures at each node p of the cell Ωc. These pressures
are denoted Πcp and Π
c
p, see Figure 5, they can be seen as nodal pressures viewed from cell Ωc and
related to the two edges impinging at node p.
3.5.1. Control volume formulation
In the case of the control volume formulation, the discrete gradient operator is derived in
a compatible manner using the discrete divergence operator defined by equation (28). Hence,
employing the nodal pressures Πcp and Π
c




















































− αAcPceY = 0. (31)
We have obtained a node-based discretization for the momentum equation which is equivalent to















Once again, we note that this condition amounts to a linear interpolation of the pressure along face
f = [p, p+].
3.5.2. Area weighted formulation
The discrete gradient operator over the cell Ωc corresponding to the area weighted formulation






































p = 0. (33)
This nodal flux discretization of the momentum equation is equivalent to the face flux discretization










which corresponds to a linear interpolation of the pressure along the face. Using the definition of

















p = 0, (34)
recalling that µc = ρcAc is the Cartesian inertia associated with cell Ωc. We point out that in the
case of Cartesian geometry equations (31) and (33) coincide. Hence, both formulations reduce to
the classical Cartesian discretization, which has been previously derived in [22, 23, 21].
3.5.3. Expression of the nodal pressures
To close this section, we show how to express the nodal pressures in terms of the point velocity.
Since the velocity of the edges [p, p−] and [p, p+], in the vicinity of point p, is equal to the nodal



















p are mass fluxes swept by the waves. To determine these coefficients we follow the
approach suggested by Dukowicz [15] setting
Zcp = ρc
[












where ac is the local isentropic speed of sound and Γc is a material-dependent parameter that is
given in terms of the density ratio in the limit of very strong shocks. In the case of gamma law gas
one gets Γc =
γ+1
2 . We note that for Γc = 0, we recover the classical acoustic approximation and
the coefficients Zcp and Z
c
p reduce to the acoustic impedance of the cell Ωc, which is denoted by Zc.
Comment 2. Let us consider a uniform fluid flow characterized by the constant state (ρ0,U0, P0).
Assuming that the nodal velocity, Up, is equal to the uniform flow velocity, U0, equation (35) implies
Πcp = Π
c

















































This shows that our discrete gradient operators are consistent in the sense that they preserve uniform
flows.
3.6. Node-based discretization of the total energy equation
Using the definition of the discrete divergence operator and the nodal pressures previously
























·Up = 0. (37)
















3.7. Construction of a nodal solver
The aim of this section is to construct a nodal solver which shall provide the nodal velocity Up
and the nodal pressures for both formulations. The evaluation of these nodal quantities relies on



















Figure 6: Nodal pressures related to the face [p, q] shared by cells Ωc and Ωd.
3.7.1. The issue of total energy conservation
First, let us show why the interface pressure on each face is not uniquely defined on the contrary
to the classical finite volume approach. Consider the face [p, q] shared by the cells Ωc and Ωd. As
it is displayed in Figure 6, we have introduced two nodal pressures on [p, q] viewed from cell Ωc:
Πcp,Π
c




q . The nodal pressures related
to node p are written according to equations (35)
Pc −Π
c





p = −Zd (Up −Ud) ·N
c
p.
Note that here, in order to simplify the computations, we have used the acoustic approximate
Riemann solver, and Zc, Zd denote the acoustic impedance of the cells Ωc and Ωd. By subtracting
the second equation from the first one we obtain
Πdp −Π
c









where V⋆c,d is the normal component of the Riemann velocity
V⋆c,d =






This normal velocity corresponds to the one-dimensional solution of the acoustic Riemann problem
in the direction of the unit normal N cp. Equation (38) shows that the nodal pressures are equal if
and only if the projection of the node velocity onto the unit normal is equal to the one-dimensional




c,d, we have the dis-
continuity Πdp 6= Π
c
p. The discontinuity of these pressures across the face implies the loss of total
energy conservation, on the contrary to the 1D Riemann solver classical approach. We shall show
hereafter how to recover total energy conservation by imposing an additional constraint which will
be the main ingredient to construct the nodal solver.
To address this issue, let us write the global balance of energy without taking into account the






























































where C(p) is the set of the cells around point p. Total energy is conserved provided that the
term between parentheses in the right-hand side is null. This enables us to provide the following
















p = 0. (39)
With this sufficient condition in mind, let us examine the conservation of momentum for the control
volume formulation and the area weighted formulation. For the first formulation, the computation

































Now, switching the summation over cells and the summation over nodes in right-hand side and













This last equation expresses the conservation of momentum for the control volume formulation.
Concerning the area weighted formulation, we point out that it is not possible to exhibit such a
global momentum balance. This comes from the fact that the discrete gradient operator used in
the area weighted formulation is not compatible with the sufficient condition (39).
The examination of the left-hand side of equation (39) allows a mechanical interpretation by
introducing the force

















This force is a sub-cell force which acts at point p and is related to cell Ωc. Thus, the sufficient
condition (39) can be viewed as mechanical balance of the sub-cell forces around point p. Now,
substituting the expressions of the nodal pressures given by the half Riemann problems (35), the















Pc −Mpc (Up −U c) , (41)






















We remark that this matrix is symmetric positive definite, thus always invertible. Finally, using















Pc −Mpc (Up −U c) = 0. (43)
The sufficient condition to ensure total energy conservation exhibits, in its final form, a vectorial
equation satisfied by the point velocity Up. This equation allows to construct a nodal solver.
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3.7.2. Computation of the nodal velocity





















Pc +MpcU c. (44)
We remark that the Mp matrix is symmetric positive definite by construction, hence it is always
invertible. If we use the acoustic approximation (coefficient Γc = 0 in equation (36)), the mass swept
fluxes reduce to the acoustic impedance, i.e. Zcp = Z
c
p = Zc, then the system (44) becomes linear
and it admits a unique solution. In the general case corresponding to Γc 6= 0, system (44) is non-
linear due to the dependence of the mass swept fluxes to the point velocity. Therefore, Up has to be
computed by using an iterative procedure such as a fixed point algorithm. From a theoretical point
of view, we cannot show the convergence of such an algorithm. However, in numerical applications,
we have found that few iterations are needed to get the convergence. Regardless of the type of































p (Up −U c) ·N
c
p. (45c)
Finally, using total energy conservation and half Riemann problems, we have constructed a two-
dimensional nodal solver, which can be viewed as a two-dimensional extension of the classical
one-dimensional Riemann solver. This nodal solver is suitable for both control volume and area
weighted formulations. We notice that in the case of Cartesian geometry, it reduces to the nodal
solver which has been derived in [22, 21].
3.7.3. The case of a one-dimensional spherical flow in cylindrical geometry
Here, we show that our nodal solver preserves the spherical symmetry in the case of a one-
dimensional spherical flow computed on an equal angle polar grid such as the one displayed in
Figure 7. Let us consider the point p surrounded by the four quadrangular cells Ωi, i = 1, . . . , 4.
To simplify the computation, we use the orthonormal basis (er, eθ) located at point p. Due to
the symmetry of the flow, the thermodynamical quantities are equal in the cells Ω1, Ω4 and in
the cells Ω2, Ω3. The cell-centered velocities write U1 = U1N1,2, U4 = −U1N3,4, U2 = U2N1,2,
U3 = −U2N3,4. Here, N i,i+1 denotes the counterclockwise orientated unit normal of the interface























Now, using the acoustic approximation, we evaluate the Mp matrix and RH vector which cor-

































Figure 7: Fragment of an equal angle polar grid and notations for a one-dimensional spherical flow.
MpUp = RH . Some elementary calculations provide the elements of the matrix Mp











Mp,θθ = (Z1 + Z2)L1,2(R1,2 +R3,4) sin
2 ∆θ
2
+ 2(Z1L4,1R4,1 + Z2L2,3R2,3).
The components of the right-hand side write








Here, Li,i+1 and Ri,i+1 denote the half length and the pseudo radius related to the edge shared by
the cells Ωi and Ωi+1. We notice that L1,2 = L3,4 due to the symmetry of the grid. Finally, we get
the following result for the components of the point velocity expressed in the local basis (er, eθ)
up,r =




, up,θ = 0.
The point velocity is radial, hence the nodal solver preserves the spherical symmetry
on equal angle polar grid. We have recovered the classical one-dimensional acoustic Godunov
solver modified by a geometrical factor which corresponds to the projection of the cell velocity




















Figure 8: Localization of the multiple nodal pressures around point p.
when ∆θ → 0. We point out that the symmetry preservation is due to the fact that the mesh
is equally spaced in the angular direction. If the mesh does not satisfy this assumption, then
L1,2 6= L3,4 and up,θ 6= 0.
To achieve this study, we provide the computation of the eight nodal pressures located at point
p, refer to Figure 8. There are two nodal pressures for each cell surrounding point p, each pressure
being associated with the unit outward normal. Hence, with the present notations, for the cell Ωi
these pressures are determined as follows
Πip = Pi − Zi (Up −U i) ·N i,i+1,
Πip = Pi + Zi (Up −U i) ·N i−1,i.

























We note that the nodal pressures located on the two sides of the same edge are equal. For the two
edges corresponding to Ω1 ∩Ω2 and Ω3 ∩Ω4, we remark that the nodal pressures are exactly equal
to the interface pressure computed from an acoustic Riemann solver. The remaining edges, which
are perpendicular to the angular direction, separate two identical states, hence the corresponding
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nodal pressures should coincide with them. However, we notice that the nodal pressure differs from
the constant state up to a geometric factor which is proportional to sin ∆θ2 . We observe that this
geometric factor will introduce a viscous term which acts in the angular direction. This term has
two bad consequences. Firstly, it implies the loss of symmetry for the control volume scheme as
it has been explained in section 3.3. Secondly, it prevents our first order scheme from ensuring
the wave front invariance requirement [9]. This shortcoming can be overcome using a high-order
extension, in which the nodal solver uses the extrapolated pressure and velocities at the point,
rather than their averaged-cell values.
3.8. Summary of the node-based flux discretization
We summarize the previous results recalling, for both control volume and area weighted for-
mulations, the semi-discrete evolution equations that constitute a closed set for the unknowns
( 1
ρc








































































To obtain the area weighted formulation, it is sufficient to replace the above discrete momentum


















We notice that the discrete kinematic equation and the nodal solver are common to both formula-
tions. The local kinematic equation is written
d
dt
Xp = Up, Xp(0) = xp,

































p (Up −U c) ·N
c
p,

























We recall that the swept mass fluxes Zcp and Z
c
p are defined by (36).
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Finally, we have obtained a first-order cell-centered discretization of the Lagrangian hydrody-
namics equations using a node-based flux discretization. The fluxes and the mesh motion are
computed in a compatible way thanks to a nodal solver that uniquely provides the
point velocity and the nodal pressures. The area weighted scheme preserves the spherical
symmetry on an equal angle polar grid whereas the control volume scheme does not. We also
notice that both formulations reduce to the scheme which has been derived in [21], in the case of
the Cartesian geometry.
Comment 3. In the Lagrangian formalism, we have to consider two types of boundary conditions
on the border of the domain D: either the pressure or the normal component of the velocity is
prescribed. Here, we do not detail the implementation of these boundary conditions. Let us notice
that they are consistent with our nodal solver. For a detailed presentation about this topic the reader
can refer to [22].
3.9. Entropy inequality for the control volume formulation
We show that our first-order control volume scheme in its semi-discrete form satisfies a local
entropy inequality. Using the Gibbs formula [13], we compute the time rate of change of the specific














where Tc denotes the mean temperature of the cell. Thanks to the definition of the internal energy













































· (Up −U c)− αAcPcU c · eY .








































· (Up −U c) + αAcPcU c · eY .








































· (Up −U c) . (47)
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With the help of the half Riemann problems (35), we deduce the final expression for the time rate







Mpc (Up −U c) · (Up −U c) . (48)
Since the 2× 2 matrix Mpc is symmetric positive definite, the right-hand side of (48) is a quadratic
form which is always positive. Consequently, our control volume scheme is such that entropy
increases in the cell Ωc, that is
dσc
dt
≥ 0. This important property ensures that the kinetic energy is
properly dissipated into internal energy. The examination of (48) right-hand side shows a tensorial
structure of the entropy dissipation rate which is quite similar to the artificial viscosity used in
two-dimensional staggered Lagrangian schemes [7, 9]. We note that it is not possible to write
such an entropy inequality for the area weighted scheme. This impossibility comes from the fact
that the discrete gradient operator associated with this scheme is not compatible with the discrete
divergence operator.
Comment 4. We must admit that our entropy production term is always active even in the case
of isentropic flows. For such flows our scheme does not conserve entropy. This property is typical
from Godunov-type schemes. However, this extra entropy production can be dramatically decreased
by using a high-order extension of the scheme as we shall see in Section 6.
4. The two-dimensional high-order extension
We present a two-dimensional high-order extension for both control volume and area weighted
schemes. This high-order extension uses a one-step time integrator based on the so-called GRP
(Generalized Riemann Problem) methodology which has been derived by Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz
[3, 4, 5]. This methodology consists in solving the higher-order Riemann problem with piecewise
linear polynomials, whereby the approximate solution is given as a time power series expansion
right at the interface, thus providing a numerical flux for a high-order Godunov-type method.
Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz have developed GRP schemes for the one-dimensional compressible gas
dynamics equations written in Lagrangian and Eulerian formalisms. In [5], they have also pre-
sented a two-dimensional extension using the Strang directional splitting. In the present study,
we develop an original genuinely two-dimensional Lagrangian extension which uses the node-based
flux discretization previously described. Our derivation employs the acoustic approximation of the
GRP method. This approximation provides a framework in which the solution of the GRP is simple
to compute and easy to handle. In the Lagrangian one-dimensional case, this approximation has
been thoroughly described in the monograph [5], we have also recalled it in [21]. In what follows,
we describe the main algorithm for the two-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamics, which allows
a straightforward implementation of our high-order extension. Then, we detail the crucial step
corresponding to the computation of the time derivatives of the node-based fluxes.





c ) be the mass-averaged values of (
1
ρ
,U , E) over the cell Ωnc at time t = t
n. We
assume that all the geometric quantities are known at time tn. We describe the two-dimensional
implementation of the GRP scheme through the following four steps.
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Step 0. Construct a piecewise monotone linear representation of the velocity field and the pressure
over the cell Ωnc at time t
n
U c(X) = U
n









n denotes the centroid of Ωnc , (∇U)c and (∇P )c are respectively the piecewise
constant velocity and pressure gradients in Ωnc .
Step 1. Being given the piecewise linear pressure and velocity at time tn over the cell Ωnc , we solve
the Riemann problem for the two-dimensional gas dynamic equations at each point p. With
the help of the nodal solver previously developed, determine the point velocity Unp and the
nodal pressures Πc,np , Π
c,n





























































Here, the superscript n is used for geometrical quantities such as lengths and normals to
emphasize the fact that they are evaluated at time tn.


















































































Here, we have introduced the time derivatives corresponding to the node-based fluxes Up, Π
c
p
and Πcp defined at point p. We have also introduced the time derivative of the cell pressure,
Pc, that will be used in the momentum equation for the control volume scheme.













































































































We remark that the density has been updated using mass conservation since the volume of any cell
is a computable function of the nodal coordinates according to formula (24). However, ρn+1c could
























In this case, one has to proceed with care regarding the time discretization. Knowing that the nodal








p , for t ∈ [t
n, tn+1].












p, which contributes to the volume flux is a




















The density computed from this equation is rigorously the same than that computed from mass
conservation provided that the time integral of the node area vector is computed exactly. This






















2 = tn+∆t2 , since this quadrature rule is exact for quadratic functions. For the momentum
and the total energy equations, we have used the geometrical quantities evaluated at the beginning
of the time step in order to rigorously ensure the conservativity of the scheme. This last point shall
be explained in the subsequent section .
In what follows, we are going to detail step 2, knowing that the monotone piecewise linear recon-
struction has already been described in [21]. Let us recall that this piecewise linear reconstruction is
performed using a least squares method, followed by a multi-dimensional slope limitation procedure,
which is known as the Barth-Jespersen limitation [1, 2].
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4.2. Computation of the time derivatives
For sake of completeness, we recall the explanations that have been firstly introduced in [21].
4.2.1. Characteristic equations
The first step for computing the time derivatives, consists in writing the characteristic equations
for the two-dimensional gas dynamics equations [17]. We recall that by using the nonconservative
variables (P,U , σ), the gas dynamics equation can be written in nonconservative form
dP
dt










where σ denotes the specific entropy. Let N = (NX , NY )
t denote a particular vector of IR2. The












0 0 0 0

 .
The eigenvalues are easily found to be 0 and ±a‖N‖. Thus, we have two simple eigenvalues, which
for ‖N‖ = 1 are λ = ±a associated with acoustic waves, and λ = 0 of multiplicity 2 associated
with the entropy waves. To obtain the characteristic equations in the direction N associated with
the acoustic waves, we dot-multiply equation (51b) by ±ρaN and add it to equation (51a) to get
dP
dt




·N + a∇ ·U
)
= 0, associated with eigenvalue a, (52a)
dP
dt




·N − a∇ ·U
)
= 0, associated with eigenvalue −a, (52b)
where N denotes any unit vector.
4.2.2. Construction of a nodal acoustic GRP solver
The second step consists in solving the acoustic GRP problem in the framework of our nodal
solver. At time t = tn, let us consider a point p and assume that the flow variables in the surrounding
cells are all continuous at X = Xp. The pressure and the velocity are continuous and linear, but
we allow jumps in their slopes, that is, their slopes are piecewise constant. Let N denote the unit
normal to the interface between cells c and d, see Figure 9. In what follows, we omit the superscript
n related to time in order to simplify the notations. We assume that U , P and their derivatives are




















Figure 9: Generalized Riemann problem at point p.
































(Xp + ηN , t), (53c)
where η > 0.
In the vicinity of Xp and for t→ t
n, the continuity of the derivative of P , dP
dt
− a∇P ·N (resp.
dP
dt
+ a∇P · N), across the characteristic in the direction N associated with the eigenvalue −a


























+ ad (∇P )d ·N . (54b)
Here, we have expressed the derivatives in two ways, approaching the characteristic from either
side. We notice that we have kept the two-sided notation (such as ac, ad which are equal) in the
previous equations so that we can use them in the numerical applications even for discontinuous
states. Concerning the notations, we have set
(∇P )cp = limt→tn
lim
η→0





∇P (Xp + ηN , t).
The other notations are displayed in Figure 10. With the help of equation (51b), we get









































+ (∇P )d · (X −X
n
d)
U c(X) = U
n

























Figure 10: Structure of the Generalized Riemann problem at point p in the direction of the unit normal N . Note
that ζ = X · N is the variable in the direction of N .
The time derivatives of pressure in the right-hand side of (54) are expressed thanks to equation






















·N = ad [(∇P )d ·N − Zd (∇ ·U)d] . (55b)
In the left-hand sides of the previous equations the pressure gradient is obtained using the piecewise
linear reconstruction. Regarding the velocity divergence, it is computed taking the trace of the




















where V˙⋆c,d is defined as follows
V˙⋆c,d = −
ac [(∇P )c ·N + Zc (∇ ·U)c] + ad [(∇P )d ·N − Zd (∇ ·U)d]
Zc + Zd
.
It turns out that V˙⋆c,d is the normal component of the one-dimensional solution of the acoustic GRP
problem in the direction of the unit normal N , refer to [21]. Therefore, the time derivatives of the
nodal pressures are equal if and only if the projection of the time derivative of the node velocity


















Finally, for each face, we introduce four time derivatives of the pressure, two for each node on
each side of the edges. The discontinuity of these time derivatives across the face implies the loss
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of total energy conservation, on the contrary to the one-dimensional case. In what follows, we shall
show how to compute these time derivatives by recovering total energy conservation.
We study total energy conservation writing the global balance of energy without taking into
account the boundary conditions. The summation of the discrete total energy equation, refer to











































































p thanks to the Taylor expansions (49b)
and (49c). Switching the summation over cells and the summation over nodes in the right-hand





































































By construction of the nodal solver, the term between parentheses in the right-hand side cancels.
Then, total energy conservation at the discrete level is ensured, provided that the term between
brackets in the right-hand side cancels. Therefore, we deduce the following sufficient condition to





























We claim that this condition also implies the conservation of momentum for the control volume

















We note that condition (56) expresses the balance of the forces per unit time induced by the





























































































Figure 11: Localization of the time derivatives of the nodal pressures and velocity at point p viewed from cell Ωnc .
These equations are obtained writing the continuity of the derivatives of P , dP
dt
− a∇P ·N c,np and
dP
dt




p associated with the
eigenvalue −a. Once more, this is done in the vicinity of Xp and for t → t
n (refer to Figure
11). It turns out that the combination of (56) and (57) written for each cell surrounding point p,
constitutes a closed set of equations that allows to determine the time derivatives. Substituting






























































We note that these matrices coincide with the matrices Mp and M
c
p introduced in the nodal solver
in the case of the acoustic approximation. Matrices Gcp and Gp are symmetric positive definite, thus































The time derivatives of the nodal pressures are deduced from (57).
Finally, we have constructed a nodal solver to compute the time derivatives of the node-based
fluxes. This solver can be viewed as the two-dimensional extension of the one-dimensional acous-
tic GRP solver derived by Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz. We note that this nodal solver can handle
both control volume and area weighted formulations. Moreover, it ensures rigorously total energy
conservation at the discrete level.
Comment 5. A closer inspection of the formulae (58) and (57) reveals that by setting the slopes
to zero in the piecewise linear reconstruction, the time derivatives of the node-based fluxes cancel
out. Hence, our algorithm recovers naturally the first-order scheme.
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4.2.3. Computation of the time derivative of the cell pressure












c (∇ ·U)c ,
where the divergence of the velocity is obtained through the use of the piecewise linear reconstruc-
tion.
5. Time step control
For numerical applications, the time step is evaluated following two criteria. The first one is a
standard CFL criterion which heuristically guarantees the monotone behavior of the entropy. The
second is more intuitive, but reveals very useful in practice: we limit the variation of the volume
of cells over one time step.
5.1. CFL like criterion
We propose a CFL like criterion in order to ensure a positive entropy production in cell Ωc
during the time step. At time tn, for each cell Ωc we denote by L
n
c the minimal value of the
distance between two points of the cell. We define





where CE is a strictly positive coefficient and ac is the sound speed in the cell. The coefficient CE
is computed heuristically and we provide no rigorous analysis which allows such formula. However,
extensive numerical experiments show that CE = 0.25 is a value which provides stable numerical
results. We have also checked that this value is compatible with a monotone behavior of entropy.
The rigorous derivation of this criterion could be obtained by computing the time step which ensures
a positive entropy production in cell Ωc from time t
n to tn+1.
5.2. Criterion on the variation of volume
We require that a cell does not change its volume by too large an amount in a time step. We
estimate the volume of the cell Ωc at t = t
n+1 through the use of the Taylor expansion







Here, the time derivative d
dt
Vc is computed using the discrete GCL. Let CV be a strictly positive
coefficient, CV ∈]0, 1[. We look for ∆t such that





To do so, we define












For numerical applications, we choose CV = 0.1.
Last, the estimation of the next time step ∆tn+1 is given by
∆tn+1 = min (∆tE ,∆tV , CM∆t
n) , (59)
where ∆tn is the current time step and CM is a multiplicative coefficient which allows the time
step to increase. We generally set CM = 1.01.
6. Numerical results
In this section, we present several test cases to assess the robustness of the control volume and
the area weighted schemes. For each problem, we use a perfect gas equation of state which is taken
to be of the form P = (γ − 1)ρε, where γ is the polytropic index. The computations have been
made using the Dukowicz approximation for the nodal solver, namely the coefficient Γc in the mass
swept flux is set equal to γ+12 .
6.1. Spherical Sod problem
Here, we consider the extension of the classical Sod shock tube [29] to the case of spherical
geometry. The present problem consists of a spherical shock tube of unity radius. The interface is
located at r = 0.5. At the initial time, the states on the left and on the right sides of the interface
are constant. The left state is a high pressure fluid characterized by (ρL, PL, uL) = (1, 1, 0), the
right state is a low pressure fluid defined by (ρR, PR, uR) = (0.125, 0.1, 0). The gamma gas law is





(x2 + y2) and θ = arctan( y
x
). The initial grid is a polar grid with 100 × 9 equally
spaced zones both in the radial and angular direction. The boundary conditions are wall boundary
conditions, that is, the normal velocity is set to zero at each boundary.
The aim of this test case is to assess the symmetry preservation ability for the area weighted
and control volume schemes. In what follows, we define a numerical indicator that measures the
loss of symmetry preservation. The polar grid is described using logical j−lines radially outward








where J +1 denotes the number of logical j−lines and Ri,j is the radius of the node located at the
intersection of the logical i−lines and the logical j−line. Then, we define the difference between
the averaged radius and the generic radius along the logical i−line
∆Ri = max
j=1,...,J+1
| Ri,j − R¯i | .




where I + 1 denotes the number of logical i−lines.
We run the Spherical Sod problem using the high-order area weighted scheme and the first and
















Figure 12: Symmetry preservation indicator as function of time for the spherical Sod problem.
as function of time, using a logarithmic scale. We remark that symmetry preservation is ensured
to numerical roundoff for the area weighted scheme. As expected, the control volume scheme
does not ensure symmetry preservation. However, it is interesting to note that the high-order
extension performs better than the first-order version. This last result corroborates the theoretical
study that has been performed in Section 3.7.3 concerning the symmetry preservation in the case
of a one-dimensional spherical flow in cylindrical geometry. We have also displayed in Figure 13
the numerical density computed with the high-order area weighted scheme as function of the cell
center radius versus a reference solution. This reference solution has been computed using a one-
dimensional second-order spherical Lagrangian code with 10,000 cells. We note the good agreement
between the numerical and the reference solution. One can clearly see the non-oscillatory behavior
of the proposed high-order scheme. We emphasize that in particular the beginning and the end of
the rarefaction fan are difficult to capture and that especially here, our high-order scheme performs
quite well.
6.2. Kidder’s isentropic compression
In [19], Kidder has analytically computed the solution of the self-similar isentropic compression
of a shell filled with perfect gas. This analytical solution is particularly useful in order to assess
the ability of a Lagrangian scheme to properly compute a spherical isentropic compression. More
precisely, we want to check that the area weighted scheme does not produce spurious entropy during
the isentropic compression.
We briefly recall the main features of this solution in order to define the test case. Initially, the
shell has the internal (resp. external) radius rb (resp. re). Let Pb, Pe, ρb, and ρe be the pressures












. Let R(r, t) be the radius at time t > 0 of a fluid particle initially located
at radius r. Looking for a solution of the gas dynamics equation under the form R(r, t) = h(t)r,
using the isentropic feature of the flow and setting γ = 1 + 2
ν
















high-order area weighted scheme
Figure 13: Spherical Sod problem. Density as function of the cell center radius versus reference solution at time
t = 0.2.
cylindrical or spherical symmetry, we finally get the self-similar analytical solution for t ∈ [0, τ [



































where a2 = sγργ−1 is the square of the isentropic sound speed. The particular form of the polytropic







, which is valid for any t ∈ [0, τ [.
Note that h(t) goes to zero when t goes to τ , hence τ corresponds to the collapse of the shell on
























Note that the initial velocity is equal to zero since the shell is assumed to be initially at rest. The
















Figure 14: Kidder’s isentropic compression. Radial component of the velocity as function of radius versus analytical
solution at stopping time ts = 0.99τ .
faces of the shell:
P (R(rb, t), t) = Pbh(t)
− 2γ
γ−1 ,
P (R(re, t), t) = Peh(t)
− 2γ
γ−1 .
We point out that the velocity field is a linear function of the radius R which is a typical property
of self-similar isentropic compression.
For numerical applications, we consider the spherical shell characterized by rb = 0.9 and re = 1.
We set Pb = 0.1, Pe = 10, and ρe = 10
−2. Due to spherical symmetry we have ν = 3, hence γ = 53 .
The previous values lead to ρb = 6.31 10
−4, s = 2.15 104 and, τ = 6.72 10−3.
The initial computational domain is defined in polar coordinates by (r, θ) ∈ [0.9, 1] × [0, π6 ],
where r =
√
(x2 + y2) and θ = arctan( y
x
). The computational domain is paved using equally
spaced zones in the radial and the angular directions. Kidder’s problem is run with the three
following polar grids: 25 × 15, 50 × 30 and 100 × 60. The stopping time is chosen to be very
close to the focusing time setting ts = 0.99τ . The computations are performed with the high-order






We note that for a perfect isentropic compression α is equal to one.
We have plotted in Figure 14 the radial component of the velocity versus the analytical solution
at the stopping time. We note that the linear feature of the velocity is very well preserved. We can
also see the convergence of the numerical solutions toward the analytical one. In order to evaluate
the entropy production, we have displayed in Figure 15 the entropy parameter for the high-order
GRP scheme. It turns out that the high-order GRP extension dramatically decreases the value of
the entropy parameter and reaches the analytical value. Therefore, we can conclude that our GRP
high-order area weighted scheme is able to compute properly isentropic compressions.
6.3. Saltzman problem
This test case taken from [16] is a well known difficult problem that evaluates the robustness of















Figure 15: Kidder’s isentropic compression. Entropy parameter as a function of radius versus analytical solution at
stopping time ts = 0.99τ .




Figure 16: Initial skewed mesh for the Saltzman problem.
nonuniform mesh. The computational domain is defined by (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 0.1]. The skewed
initial mesh, displayed in Figure 16, is obtained transforming a uniform 100 × 10 Cartesian grid
with the mapping
xsk = x+ (0.1− y) sin(pix),
ysk = y.
The initial conditions are (ρ0, ε0,U0) = (1, 10
−6,0) and the polytropic index is γ = 53 . At x = 0, a
unit inward normal velocity is prescribed, the other boundary conditions are reflective ones. The
analytical solution is a one-dimensional infinite strength shock wave that moves at speed D = 43 in
the right direction. Thus, the shock wave hits the face x = 1 at time t = 0.75. Behind the shock,
the density is equal to 4. Figure 17 shows the grid and the density in all the cells as a function
of cell-center X coordinate at t = 0.8 after the shock has hit the fixed wall at X = 1 and has
bounced part way back toward the moving piston. The area weighted scheme has been used; the
density should be 4 and 10 in the two regions and is close to these values. We also notice the good
agreement of the shock position with its analytical value Xshock =
29
30 ≈ 0.967. In Figure 18, the
same plots are displayed using the control volume scheme. The discrepancies between the results
obtained using both schemes are quite small and essentially localized in the shock plateau region.
6.4. Sedov problem
We consider the Sedov problem for a point-blast in a uniform medium with spherical symmetry.
An exact solution based on self-similarity arguments is available, see for instance [18]. The initial
conditions are characterized by (ρ0, P0,U0) = (1, 10
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Figure 17: Saltzman piston problem for the area weighted scheme at time t = 0.8. Grid (left). Density in all the cells
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Figure 18: Saltzman piston problem for the control volume scheme at time t = 0.8. Grid (left). Density in all the
cells as a function of cell-center X coordinate (right).
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Figure 19: Density map for the Sedov problem on the Cartesian grid at time t = 1. Area weighted scheme (left) and
control volume scheme (right).
7
5 . We set an initial delta-function energy source at the origin prescribing the pressure in the cell
containing the origin as follows




where Vor denotes the volume of the cell and E0 is the total amount of released energy. Choosing
E0 = 0.425536, as it is suggested in [18], the solution consists of a diverging shock whose front is
located at radius R = 1 at time t = 1. The peak density reaches the value 6.
First, we run a computation using a square grid with an edge of length 1.2 divided into 30× 30
square zones. Then, keeping the same conditions, we run the Sedov problem on a polygonal grid
produced by a Voronoi tessellation [20]. For each grid we use successively the control volume scheme
and the area weighted scheme with their high-order extension.
The density maps for both schemes corresponding to the Cartesian grid are displayed in Figure
19. The results are quite similar for both formulation. We note that the spherical shape of the
shock wave is quite well preserved. As it can be seen in Figure 20 the shock location is very well
resolved without any spurious oscillations. The peak density reached by the numerical solution is
in good agreement with the theoretical value. Similar results corresponding to the polygonal grid
are presented in Figures 21 and 22. Once more, we note the spherical shape of the shock wave
and the good agreement with the analytical solution. These last results reveal the ability of our
high-order Lagrangian scheme to handle unstructured grids.
6.5. Noh problem
The Noh problem [27] is a well known test problem that has been used extensively to validate
Lagrangian scheme in the regime of strong shock waves. In this test case, a cold gas with unit
density is given an initial inward radial velocity of magnitude 1. Then, a diverging spherical shock
wave is generated which propagates at speed D = 13 . The density plateau behind the shock wave


























Figure 20: Density in all the cells as a function of cell center radii for the Sedov problem on the Cartesian grid at
time t = 1. Area weighted scheme (left) and control volume scheme (right).




































Figure 21: Density map for the Sedov problem on the polygonal grid at time t = 1. Area weighted scheme (left) and


























Figure 22: Density in all the cells as a function of cell center radii for the Sedov problem on the polygonal grid at
time t = 1. Area weighted scheme (left) and control volume scheme (right).
weighted scheme, we shall run this test using polar grids with equi-angular zoning. The initial
computational domain is defined in polar coordinates by (r, θ) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, π2 ].
First, we address the problem of wave front invariance. This requirement which has been
introduced in [9] in the framework of staggered schemes, points out that the artificial viscosity
should have no effect along a wave front of constant phase. In the case of our cell-centered scheme,
there is no artificial viscosity, however we have to check that the numerical viscosity inherent to our
scheme satisfies this wave front invariance requirement. To examine this, we run the Noh problem
with two polar grids characterized by the same zoning in the radial direction and two different
angular zonings. The density maps at the stopping time t = 0.6 are displayed in Figure 23. We
note that the symmetry is perfectly preserved. The shock location and the shock plateau agree quite
well with the analytical solution. In Figure 24, we have plotted the density as a function of radius
for these two different angular zonings. The small difference between the two curves shows that
the wave front invariance requirement is quite well satisfied. Finally, we assess the convergence
of our scheme computing the Noh problem with the three following polar grids: 100 × 9, 200 × 9
and 400 × 9. We can observe in Figure 25 the convergence of the numerical solutions toward the
analytical one.
7. Conclusion
We have described two cell-centered Lagrangian schemes for solving the compressible gas dy-
namics equations written in cylindrical geometry, using an unstructured mesh. The control volume
scheme and the area weighted scheme use a node-based discretization of the numerical fluxes that
is compatible with the geometric conservation law. These two schemes only differ in the way
the momentum equation has been discretized. The control volume scheme conserves momentum,
total energy and satisfies a local entropy inequality in its first-order semi-discrete version. How-
ever, it does not preserve spherical symmetry. On the other hand, the area weighted scheme
preserves spherical symmetry for one-dimensional spherical flow on equi-angular polar grid. It also
conserves total energy. In both formulations the node-based fluxes are computed thanks to a two-
dimensional approximate Riemann solver. The high order extension of both schemes is constructed
using the generalized Riemann problem methodology in the acoustic framework. The numerical
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Figure 23: Mesh and density map for the Noh problem at time t = 0.6. The computations are performed with 100
equal radial zones. The left side computation corresponds to a mesh with 3 equal angular zones whereas the right














Figure 24: Density as a function of radius for the Noh problem at stopping time t = 0.6. 3 equal angular zones
















Figure 25: Density as a function of radius for the Noh problem at stopping time t = 0.6. Convergence analysis.
results demonstrated the accuracy and the robustness of these new schemes. In the future, we
intend to investigate improvements related to the problem of symmetry preservation for spherical
flows computed on polar grids.
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